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You're honest. you possess integrity,are tolerant of others; you believe in equality for all. you're 
courageous & are lucky in general. You draw attention & stand out. You love to travel and are interested 
in foreign cultures. You have strong interest in the occult. You can be egocentric(selfish) and the first 
part of your life has been hard & filled with trial. You possess great skill as an Astrologer. You are 
energetic & ambitious. you can make rash/impulsive decisions. You can have a sudden temper 
sometimes. You're a daydreamer. you have a strong imagination & think a lot about mundane,everyday 
stuff. you get bored easily. you prefer to be independent,not relying on others. You have been or 
are  active with siblings and neighbors. you're original and unconventional(non-traditionalist). you 
possess good psychic skills. you do not get along with people in general and are difficult to get along 
with. you can talk too much sometimes(about nonsense). you can't handle criticism,but are ironically 
too  critical of others. you have mothering tendencies. you have a low chance of success in marriage due 
to your unpredictability & preference of polygamy. You're passionate and have strong emotions. you're 
decisive. you have strong sexual desires. you possess some willpower. you're a perfectionist, 
especially  when it comes to work. you don't act unless it is absolutely necessary. Your death will be 
sudden and by accident. You have a tendency to be overly aggressive in order to cover up insecurities. 
you have great interest in spiritual matters,religion,law,philosophy,and higher education. you are 
receptive to psychic influences, albeit mostly negative due to your pessimistic attitude. you're good-
looking,handsome. You can be overly romantic & idealistic. you can have difficulty seeing yourself   
the way others see you. you get involved in secret love affairs & scandals. you can be self-delusive & 
neurotic. you're repulsed by bad manners. you have difficulty in expressing yourself. you have sudden 
flashes of insight;inspiration,so to speak. you have a stern,hardworking mind. you possess leadership 
talent. You're organized, analytical & have a strong desire to reach your goals, to succeed; you can be 
fanatical herein. you can be cold,mean & harsh and have difficulty making friends. You're vengeful. you 
prefer older, serious-minded people as friends. you have humanitarian tendencies. you dislike showing 
emotion.   
  
 .Job recommendation: Astrologer, or any venture relating to the occult(e.g. occult teacher).  
.Tips: Do NOT get married.  
  
.Your true zodiac sign is Libra(with Scorpio in 2nd place).  
.Your ruling element is Air.  
.You despise Bossy, dominant people.  
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